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Bottom line up front: a single slide summary of this 
presentation2

Exploratory analysis is a vital part of the scientific 
process

Algorithmic research will play a crucial role in 
maintaining our ability to perform exploratory analysis 
in the face of HPC system challenges  

Challenge:  Emerging HPC systems cannot output all 
relevant simulation data to disk 

The alchemists in their search for gold 
discovered many other things of greater value.

Arthur Schopenhauer, German Philosopher

The goal is to turn data into information, 
and information into insight.

Carly Fiorina, Former CEO of HP

Not everything that can be counted counts, 
and not everything that counts can be counted.

Albert Einstein, Physicist



Exploratory analysis historically has been done post 
hoc - after the simulation is complete  3
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Data storage requirements for exploratory analysis 
could be met by previous HPC systems4
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Emerging HPC systems cannot output all relevant 
simulation data to disk 5
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Data I/O discrepancy is driving some of the analysis in 
situ - as the simulation is running6
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There are many algorithmic challenges posed by the shift 
in analysis paradigm – this presentation will explore three7

Q1: How should analysis algorithms share system 
resources with the application in situ?

Q2: How do analysis algorithms need to evolve to 
operate within a streaming regime? 

Q3: How do you enable real-time decision-making 
in situ with quality and reliability guarantees?



A survey categorized combustion analysis algorithms 
based on anticipated deployment challenges at exascale8

Q1: How should analysis algorithms share system resources with the application in situ?

Streaming Statistics (SSA)

Volume Rendering (PVR)

Topological Analysis (RTC)



Three algorithms selected for deeper analysis spanned 
different analysis use cases9

Streaming Statistics (SSA)

Volume Rendering (PVR)

Topological Analysis (RTC)

Quantitative summary of global trends in the data 

Debugging and analysis

Qualitative visual depiction of data

Debugging and analysis

Data reduction technique enabling exploratory 
analysis post hoc

A complete characterization of the level-set 
behavior of simulation variable

Quantitative & qualitative tool to define features 
of interest

Q1: How should analysis algorithms share system resources with the application in situ?



Deeper investigation into the three algorithms found 
they had heterogenous behaviors and requirements10

Q1: How should analysis algorithms share system resources with the application in situ?



An empirical study mapping analysis tasks to hardware 
was considered along three axes11

Q1: How should analysis algorithms share system resources with the application in situ?



In situ and hybrid in situ + in transit variants of each 
algorithm were implemented and deployed12

Primary resources: execute simulation and in situ computations  
Secondary resources: task scheduler and in transit computations

Q1: How should analysis algorithms share system resources with the application in situ?
Combining In-situ and In-transit Processing to Enable Extreme-Scale Scientific Analysis

http://nsfcac.rutgers.edu/sites/all/files/Biblio%2520Papers/24.%2520Combining%2520In-situ%2520and%2520In-transit%2520Processing%2520to%2520Enable%2520Extreme-Scale%2520Scientific%2520Analysis.pdf


A hybrid approach to workflow mapping was found to 
minimize impact to the simulation13

Q1: How should analysis algorithms share system resources with the application in situ?

Streaming statistics (SSA)

Volume Rendering (PVR)

Topological Analysis (RTC)

Combining In-situ and In-transit Processing to Enable Extreme-Scale Scientific Analysis

http://nsfcac.rutgers.edu/sites/all/files/Biblio%2520Papers/24.%2520Combining%2520In-situ%2520and%2520In-transit%2520Processing%2520to%2520Enable%2520Extreme-Scale%2520Scientific%2520Analysis.pdf


Streaming statistics leveraged previous algorithmic 
research - making it amenable for deployment in situ14

Single-pass, numerically stable online update 
formulas for arbitrary-order moments

Q2: How do analysis algorithms need to evolve to operate within a streaming regime? 

Numerically stable, single-pass, parallel statistics algorithms
Design and performance of a scalable, parallel statistics toolkit

Numerically stable, scalable formulas for parallel online computation of higher-order multivariate central moments with arbitrary weights

New ECP activity implementing streaming statistics 
within the ECP ecosystem of tools 
◦ ASCENT (in situ library) 
◦ VTK-M (vis kernels for emerging processor architectures)

Serve as a basis for many statistics algorithms
◦ Correlative, Multi-Correlative Statistics
◦ Principal Component Analysis
◦ K-Means Clustering
◦ Sobol Indices for Sensitivity Analysis (work @ INRIA, France)

Melissa: Large Scale In Transit Sensitivity Analysis Avoiding Intermediate Files

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download%3Fdoi=10.1.1.214.8508&rep=rep1&type=pdf
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download%3Fdoi=10.1.1.225.6921&rep=rep1&type=pdf
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00180-015-0637-z
https://hal.inria.fr/hal-01607479/document


The ExaCT empirical study led to a refinement of 
algorithm requirements in the streaming regime15

K-way merge: Generates an exact global 
solution but has limited scalability 

Q2: How do analysis algorithms need to evolve to operate within a streaming regime? 
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Region Growing: Scalable, local approximation 
that guarantees to correctly extract all features 
up to a predefined size

In situ Feature Extraction of Large-Scale Combustion Simulations Using Segmented Merge Trees

Co-design use cases highlighted that a local solution was often sufficient

http://www.sci.utah.edu/~aaditya/papers/pap654s4.pdf


Many of the early in situ analysis tools supported 
analysis at prescribed frequencies16

At what frequency should I/O or analysis be done?

Can this decision be made in an adaptive, data-driven fashion at run-time?
◦Avoid missing interesting science
◦Avoid expensive analysis and I/O when simulation state is evolving slowly

timesimulation analysis I/O

Indicator: lightweight analysis to be deployed at high frequency
Trigger: return true when the indicator has met a specific property

CHALLENGE: How do we define indicators and triggers that 
1) capture scientific phenomena of interest; and
2) are cost efficient enough to be deployed at high frequency

Key:

Q3: How do you enable real-time decision-making in situ with quality and reliability guarantees?



A combustion use case highlights the challenges in 
developing cost-efficient triggers and indicators17

Homogenous Compression Charge Ignition (HCCI)

Many small heat kernels develop slowly prior to ignition

Scientists we were working with wanted:
◦ Coarse grid and less frequent I/O before “things get interesting” 
◦ Refined grid and more frequent I/O afterwards

In recent simulations, a full CEMA cost up to 60 times 
the cost of a simulation time step

Q3: How do you enable real-time decision-making in situ with quality and reliability guarantees?

Chemical Explosive Mode Analysis (CEMA)
◦ Good predictor of heat release
◦ It tells you when “things get interesting”
◦ Point-wise Jacobian of chemical species 
◦ Cost depends on complexity of simulation 



“Things get interesting” when there is a compression 
followed by an expansion in CEMA percentile values 18
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P0 = min value
P100 = max value Q3: How do you enable real-time decision-making in situ with quality and reliability guarantees?



We developed a CEMA indicator based on the 
variability of CEMA values in relation to the mean19
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Q3: How do you enable real-time decision-making in situ with quality and reliability guarantees?



We developed a CEMA indicator based on the 
variability of CEMA values in relation to the mean20
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Avoid use of minimum and 
maximum percentiles as 
these are outliers
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percentile values

Look at variability in percentile values in 
relation to the mean percentile value

Q3: How do you enable real-time decision-making in situ with quality and reliability guarantees?



We proposed a simple strategy for sampling 
percentiles that scales well21

Scientists we were working with were hesitant to use a sampling-
based approach to computing CEMA, for fear of 
◦Drawing the wrong conclusions
◦Missing interesting science 

Sampling-Based Algorithm

Q3: How do you enable real-time decision-making in situ with quality and reliability guarantees?



Sublinear analysis can provide rigorous guarantees 
(math proofs) on the samples and accuracy required 22
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Number of samples is dependent on accuracy desired

Number of samples is NOT dependent on size of domain

Highly scalable approach

Empirical studies 
verified the 
guarantees provided 
by the sublinear 
analysis proofs

Q3: How do you enable real-time decision-making in situ with quality and reliability guarantees?
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Trigger Detection for Adaptive Scientific Workflows Using Percentile Sampling
Enabling Adaptive Scientific Workflows Via Trigger Detection

https://epubs.siam.org/doi/pdf/10.1137/15M1027942
https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm%3Fid=2828619


Combined empirical and theoretical proofs were 
extremely useful from a user-adoption perspective23

Benefits of sublinear analysis: 
◦ Provides useful guarantees regarding accuracy and samples required 
for algorithms that characterize trends in data

◦ Enables rigorous deployment of algorithms otherwise too expensive 
to compute for real-time decision making

◦Analysis could play a role in reproducibility initiatives when you 
can’t count everything

Limitations of sublinear analysis:
◦Doesn’t apply to analysis algorithms focused on anomaly detection
◦Need to team with an applied mathematician or statistician familiar 
with the underlying sublinear analysis techniques

Q3: How do you enable real-time decision-making in situ with quality and reliability guarantees?



There are many interesting in situ analysis challenges 
beyond these three24

Q1: How should analysis algorithms share system 
resources with the application in situ?

Q2: How do analysis algorithms need to evolve to 
operate within a streaming regime? 

Q3: How do you enable real-time decision-making 
in situ with quality and reliability guarantees?



An ASCR workshop on In Situ Data Management 
(ISDM) identified six priority research directions25

1. Pervasive ISDM: Apply ISDM 
methodologies and in situ workflows at a 
variety of platforms and scales.

2. In Situ Algorithms: Redesign data 
analysis algorithms for the in situ 
paradigm.

3. Composable ISDM: Develop 
interoperable ISDM components and 
capabilities for an agile and sustainable 
programming paradigm.

4. Co-designed ISDM: Coordinate the 
development of ISDM with the underlying 
system software so that it is part 
of the software stack.

5. Controllable ISDM: Understand the 
design space of autonomous decision-
making and control of in situ workflows.

6. Transparent ISDM: Increase confidence 
in reproducible science, deliver repeatable 
performance, and discover new data 
features through the provenance of ISDM.

Workshop brochure available now
Full report later this year
ASCR POC: Laura Biven

https://science.energy.gov/~/media/ascr/pdf/programdocuments/docs/2019/ISDM_brochure.PDF


Algorithmic research will play a crucial role, but not in 
isolation26

Crossing the “valley of death” - algorithms must be pulled 
into a sustainable ecosystem of tools

Interdisciplinary challenges - different subject matter 
experts
◦ Guarantees on accuracy, reliability, and reproducibility in the 

regime where you “can’t count everything”
◦ Use cases beyond exploratory analysis: UQ, ensembles, 

integration of experimental & simulation data

xkcd



Machine learning (ML) has tremendous potential as a 
tool, but we do not yet know how to wield it27

Potential Benefits:
◦ Automation and real-time decision-

making
◦ Optimal configuration of algorithms
◦ Physics + data constrained reduced order 

models

Challenges:
◦ Training and updating models
◦ Developing first-principles constrained ML 

models
◦ Explainable and validated models
◦ Is the model learning based on spurious 

correlations?

xkcd
Nature Communications Article: Unmasking Clever Hans predictors and assessing what machines really learn

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-019-08987-4.pdf
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Questions?29

Exploratory analysis is a vital part of the scientific 
process

Algorithmic research will play a crucial role in 
maintaining our ability to perform exploratory analysis 
in the face of HPC system challenges  

Challenge:  Emerging HPC systems cannot output all 
relevant simulation data to disk 

The alchemists in their search for gold 
discovered many other things of greater value.

Arthur Schopenhauer, German Philosopher

The goal is to turn data into information, 
and information into insight.

Carly Fiorina, Former CEO of HP

Not everything that can be counted counts, 
and not everything that counts can be counted.

Albert Einstein, Physicist


